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**Abstract**

This special section tells the story of Covid-19 through the lens of national responses, serious concerns about unprecedented human rights limitations and infringements, and the respective role of courts in public health emergencies. It compiles perspectives on disease control developments in Brazil, Italy, Poland, Taiwan, the U.S., and the EU to explore various aspects of judicial review protecting, or failing to protect, human rights. It offers insights from states and regions which have experienced high pandemic rates or may attract attention for not treating human rights as a priority. Amidst the crisis of multilateralism and the World Health Organization (WHO) authority, and the fact that public health is typically a national power, the Articles focus on the state-level analyses to inspire comparative findings and further research. The section also draws on diversity and transdisciplinarity. The contributions are authored by scholars specializing in wide-ranging areas of law, including constitutional, health, private, and human rights law, as well as in political philosophy and public health. This text introduces the special section by offering a broader picture of the human rights’ problématique in times of pandemics.
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First, certain disconcerting trends were observable at the intersection of human rights, public health, and infectious disease control in the last two decades. In the era post-9/11, the fear of bioterrorism and risk of mutating pathogens, either new or old, have been growing amidst intensified international mobility, and prompting claims for public health security reforms. An increasing number of domestic, regional, and international preparedness laws were developed to ensure prevention/limitation of the spread of diseases with pandemic potential and other cross-border health threats. An overall focus of these reforms was on “all-hazards security,” often at the expense of ensuring an adequate level of protection of various human rights. These processes were accompanied by the securitization of health, which means treating public health predominantly as a security issue, for example, through using securitized language to speak of health, like “war on infectious diseases.” The security approach usually allowed for politics of fear and an assumed lowering of applicable standards of human rights protection, including the scope for human rights proportional limitations. Potentially infected persons, patients, and health workers were often pictured in societal imagination as akin to terrorist suspects, and their rights were not treated with priority. This approach inspired public health surveillance on an unprecedented scale in many regions and following the worst case scenarios as applicable models in case of threats. The reliance on the public health security agenda also aided to frighten the public with these threats while covering simultaneous insufficient investment in healthcare. So we observed public health interventions becoming highly politicized where medical knowledge and law were treated instrumentally as tools of fear instead of protection. It often meant the misuse of scientific evidence by politicians at the expense of human rights. Both the politicization of risk assessment and securitization of health shifted the focus of infectious diseases control, but also of emergencies/disaster management, at both the local and global level, to policies that easily assume individual rights, including political, social, cultural, and economic rights, to be obstacles to populations’ health; and which emphasize personal responsibility for public safety. This shift was often accompanied by a lack of intensified efforts to implement the Right to the Highest Attainable Standard of Health along
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the so-called AAAQ framework meaning availability accessibility, acceptability, and adequate quality of health facilities, goods, and services for all.\textsuperscript{11}

Second, there was a counterten
d. A body of scholarship and institutional reports, especially human rights-oriented legal and public health studies, were critical towards the above-described occurrences—arguing for not losing sight of the respect for, and protection of, human rights in public health law and policies, including in the response and management of infectious disease outbreaks.\textsuperscript{12} This scholarship also alerted that law and epidemiology use different concepts, evidence methods, and tools, including offering different answers to similar questions, which need to be well-understood by courts and policy-makers.\textsuperscript{13} Many of those works and recommendations advocated adopting human rights-based approaches to infectious diseases claiming the central focus of human rights, the rule of law, and democratic principles instead of prioritizing security-inspired restrictions and measures. The scholarship and human rights institutions also established that politicizing infectious disease control and lack of transparency of decision-making processes could influence unsatisfactory handling of pandemics by national public authorities and international actors.\textsuperscript{14}

This leads me to the third point. That is, different states and regions have had rich and various experiences with the control of infectious disease epidemics requiring nationwide responses in the past—e.g., HIV, tuberculosis, Ebola, SARS, and Zika.\textsuperscript{15} Reviewing the effectiveness of those responses to epidemics usually confirmed the arguments of scholars and practitioners that overly restrictive and/or inadequate public health interventions that do not pay sufficient consideration to the protection of human rights, the rule of law, and ethics can be counter-effective and have long-lasting and devastating impacts on societies.\textsuperscript{16} These are not new issues and has been known in modern times ever since the AIDS epidemic.\textsuperscript{17} More recently, lockdowns imposed in West Africa during the Ebola epidemic (2014) led to massive riots because of lacking of food and basic sanitary conditions and shooting of innocent civilians while Zika epidemic in Brazil (2015) aggravated longstanding problems of women rights. Further, the 2009 H1N1 influenza pandemic was another prominent example of the long-lasting impacts. The wide administration of the H1N1 influenza vaccine, which was later linked to an increased risk of children narcolepsy, has been followed by numerous claims for vaccine injury compensation and respective settlements with governments at national courts.\textsuperscript{18} It also brought to light the industry bias of the WHO,
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the EU, and some of its Member States, reflecting the problematic aspects of shaping global health policies, including the necessary disclosure of conflicts of interest in decision-making on vaccination politics. The Council of Europe Report stated in 2010, “In a situation where uncertainty is coupled with risks for human health and lives, there is also a danger that public opinion can be manipulated in favor of particular commercial interests. In addition, it should be recognized that there is a danger that policy makers are forced to make choices not dictated by the search for the optimal solution, but rather a solution that would protect them from accusations.”

It follows that the past pandemic experiences demonstrated the appealing need for human rights centrality in pandemic preparedness, dedicated monitoring of obligations’ fulfillment by state authorities by independent bodies and the importance of judicial scrutiny of public health interventions, including the relied on evidence. After the Ebola and Zika experience, it was also argued that “the limitations of the WHO response have raised an imperative for reform to build country core capacities to . . . engaging a rights-based response to infectious disease prevention, detection and response.” But have these arguments been taken seriously?

B. The Present: Lessons Not Learned and Worrying Trends

We entered 2020 with the existing knowledge about pandemics and wisdom telling that protecting human rights during infectious disease outbreaks is essential to adequate response. When the Covid-19 disease was transmitted from Wuhan, China to Italy, and then to other parts of the world with different intensity, the previous experiences, the scholarly knowledge, and recommendations about human rights in disease control were available, but not fully followed at national or global levels. The wide-ranging internal restrictions and border closures were swiftly implemented by states, many of which severely restricted international travel and deprived thousands of basic income. The philosophy of the 2005 International Health Regulations, which embodied a commitment to the ethos of public health and shall be implemented “with full respect for the dignity, human rights and fundamental freedoms of persons,” was not really respected by many state authorities. The WHO advice to minimize distortion to international travel and trade through carrying out public health measures along with transparency and communication of health risks by states was not really implemented. Thus, the earlier criticism that the WHO and the International Health Regulations (IHR) system does not offer satisfactory guarantees for human rights protection, including their inclusion in the procedure for the declaration of “public health emergency of international concern” and leaves doubt about “the level and form of protection intended” proved true. The WHO also did not live up to the expectations of global pandemic coordination and its authority has been contested. Suddenly, the global spread of coronavirus offered a sad validation of the past disconcerting trends outlined above.
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Was it all caused by the influence of the overarching conceptualization of the security approach to health? Was the past experience of human rights infringements in epidemics not sufficiently appreciated across states worldwide? Or was the priority of protection of human rights during infectious disease control not really on the agenda? The experience of my project (THEMIS), including my research visit to the WHO in June 2019, suggested that few policy makers truly believed in a high probability of a next global epidemic and the actual need to invest resources into the creation of built-in mechanisms guaranteeing accountability and enforcement of human rights protection via existing public health and preparedness frameworks. The “human rights in pandemics” topic was treated as an important but mostly theoretical issue, at least, with reference to mass quarantines, self-isolation, social distancing, movement restrictions, curfews, school closures, and lockdowns that take place, as well as other state-wide long-lasting limitations of political, social, cultural, and economic rights both in the European and U.S. contexts, and elsewhere.

To put it bluntly, the Covid-19 pandemic has brutally confirmed that the past lessons on the key need for the complimentary relationship between public health and human rights have not been fully learned. As the pandemic unfolded, it became clear that a relatively narrow understanding of the right to health as a collective right to public health security—defined through the approach based on zero-risk, a duty to prevent all spread of and death from Coronavirus at any cost, and lockdown narratives—dominated policy responses. This understanding of public health became an absolute priority at the expense of the enjoyment of all other human rights, including the right to health. Over the course of 2020–2021, it also meant the introduction of an unprecedented number of formal derogations from already existing human rights treaties, following official declarations by governments of “states of emergency threatening the life of the nation.” On the national and global health policy level, this approach also favored costly digital tools and surveillance, as well as targeted interventions focusing on the virus and resulting in substantive under-treatment of other diseases. It deepened vulnerabilities of already disadvantaged groups and highlighted existing societal inequalities. At the same time, the governmental responses relied heavily on the use of very traditional public health measures, including lockdowns, curfews, quarantines, isolation, and containment, resembling the 15th to 17th century plague epidemics. We have witnessed policy messages changing often over time (e.g., concerning testing and mask-wearing) and governments imposing and loosening restrictions back and forth without satisfactory explanations. Politicians eagerly misused the threat to advance their political goals, either by denying the existence of the deadly coronavirus, especially, in times of general elections, or by reducing the freedom of media to suppress critical voices. The politicization of risk assessment also prompted the governance of fear, in some states frightening the public with discussion of the next pandemic waves, instead of developing trust-building strategies to instigate voluntary compliance with Covid-19 counter-measures based on reasonableness and shared solidarity. It is thus argued that public health has failed in many respects during the time of Covid-19.
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And where have human rights been in the pandemic? While public health measures varied from country to country, they essentially affected every human right found in domestic, regional, and international human rights law, including the minimum cores of rights. One should be seriously concerned with the amount and scope of affected rights and the long duration of the many restrictions. Some of the rights interfered with are, for example, the right to physical and mental health; the right to access timely health services for health problems other than Covid-19; the right to make individual health choices, closely linked to the rights to privacy, bodily integrity, informed consent, and a dignified death; the right to adequate food and to earn a living, to enjoy an adequate standard of living; the rights related to education, sport, culture (cinemas, theaters, museums) and enjoyment of social and family life, including the right to family reunions; and the right to freedom of movement, freedom of assembly and association, and the right to access courts as well as the prohibitions of inhuman and degrading treatment. 31 The rights of many minority groups—especially of women, children, persons with disabilities, marginalized people, immigrant workers, asylum-seekers, and the elderly—have also been impacted to an unprecedented extent.32 Particularly worrying have been the restrictions of the right to freedom of expression, including the right to receive and impart information critical to governmental policies.33 It is all intertwined with the high unreliability of social media in disseminating any Covid-19 related information.34 Even if many severe restrictions and human rights limitations could be understood at the outset of the outbreak in severely affected states, given the little knowledge available then about the disease, the continuation of these restriction into the summer of 2021 brings many questions regarding the proportionality and necessity of measures, its scientific justification, and the policy choices over time. *De facto* permanency of many measures, including the executives’ governing through emergency acts outside regular legislative procedures and difficulties in access to justice calls into question not only the effectiveness of actions taken, but also the willingness of states to let go of their unchecked new powers. Although the international and regional human rights institutions have issued guidance and recommendations on the need to respect, protect, and fulfil rights in challenging pandemic times,35 it is highly doubtful whether they have been actually implemented at the state-levels. 36

There has been a considerable number of publications analyzing the human rights protection and implications of Covid-19, especially in the first year of the pandemic. It is impossible to recall

---


them here in full.37 Most of the texts contain crucial postulates and outline challenges, but there is less scholarship—especially as we are in mid-2021—focusing on the actual enforcement of norms and effective and measurable compliance with international human rights laws and constitutional frameworks.38 The same applies to the relative scarcity of academic journal publications regarding the role of courts and judicial review across jurisdictions, even though there have been a massive amount of claims and applications in numerous states, not limited to the European and U.S. regions.39 It also appears that there has been relatively modest human rights and constitutional scholarship openly criticizing the nature of the worldwide response to the spread of Covid-19 as such and its consequences for our ability to enjoy our human rights and benefit from the freedom that democratic forms of government offer. This is so even though public health emergency measures cannot last forever and it is probably time to accept that Covid-19 will become another endemic disease.40 As Annas and Galea put it “A chronic emergency is no emergency at all. It becomes, rather, a justification for not acting rationally.”41 They further argue, “Draconian action runs the risk of public backlash that make such actions counterproductive, while also potentially infringing on basic human rights, incurring a price that the public is not, and should not, be willing to pay. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights should continue to be public’s health ethical guide.”42

In that context, the contributions in this special section respond to the pertinent need of exploration of and learning from the comparison of national responses, human rights litigation and judicial practice facing pandemic experiences at the state level. They also both identify and confirm multiple worrying trends. Several issues merit highlighting.

First, the normative conditions for introducing the state of public health emergency, its proclamation, duration, and constitutional framework vary across states. Yet, the everlasting use of executive powers and their scope under the guise of public health, often affecting the separation of governmental branches and the rule of law in many states, causes concern—as analyzed by Mariner, Corradetti/Pollicino, Krajewska, and Lee, in various contexts.43 Both the temporal, procedural, and material dimension of emergency powers provoke doubts and can be exemplified by two specific aspects. Executives have been eager to decide, often arbitrarily, what is meant by
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“essential services” or “essential activities” with the effect of shutting down or restricting “non-essential” services as noted by Mariner. Technocratic governing by extraordinary powers can also heavily affect the accessibility of judicial and parliamentary control over human rights limitations and/or lead to a de facto exclusion of any judicial review due to ruling by short term and renewed executive decrees/orders/ordinances discussed in both Corradetti/Policino and Lee. Further, we have witnessed continuous attempts of deconstruction of “independent judicial review” to advance political goals and democratic backsliding as in Krajewska’s work, but also some attempts to “unify” judicial review or modify rules of procedure to avoid contradictory decisions amidst the amount of claims filed at national administrative and constitutional courts.

Second, the authors in the special section alert to countless, not so convincingly justified, changes, especially, declines in existing legal standards, including human and constitutional rights standards, judicial review standards, private law standards, medical ethics standards, and so on. This causes a variety of destructive implications and the role of courts can vary in different contexts. As a result of modifying the intensity of judicial review, some rights are prioritized over others. For example, the rights of some disadvantaged groups, including women’s reproductive rights and the rights of some ethnic groups, are typically suppressed as shown in Mariner, Krajewska, and Bottini Filho’s Articles. At the same time, courts may need to exercise “a corrective function” when choices of public authorities affect standards of contracts in the case of public procurement of vaccines as explored in Schanze’s piece.

Third, placing the collective right of public health security in the center of pandemic response creates new hierarchies of societal phenomena. We can observe a de facto imposition of new hierarchies of fears and threats (e.g., concerning the importance of fear against Covid-19 and of the anti-Covid-19 vaccine unknown side effects); of certain groups (e.g., concerning the priority of their vulnerability and the need for protection as well as the right to receive the vaccine); and of public/private powers and accountability regimes/liability schemes (e.g., concerning the right to fair compensation for vaccine injuries and privacy rights in case of digital applications on mobile phones used for contact-tracing, quarantine enforcement, and vaccination proofs). These may lead to slow and indirect redefinition of various human rights in the long term and the petrification of well-known societal, economic and geographic inequalities (Mariner, Krajewska, Bottini Filho, Lee, Schanze).

Finally, this special section shows comparatively that the Covid-19 pandemic not only confirmed the problems in the protection of human rights in infectious disease control, but also uncovered pertinent issues of health policies, more generally. The pandemic exposed the already existing healthcare inequalities and paternalism, discrimination, structural deficiencies, along with political ideologies and populism. But does this offer any lessons for the future?

C. The Future: Return to Human Rights and the Rule of Law in Response to Pandemics and Infectious Disease Outbreaks

The idea of commencing research on the right to health, human rights, and pandemics back in 2015 came out of my imagination as I had been engaged in work on judicial review in risk...
regulation and health threats from new technologies, including bio-threats. As I thought of
epidemics and read the available literature, I was concerned to imagine family members being
separated because of internal or external movement restrictions and airport controls, and people
losing their jobs because of a mandatory quarantine/isolation resulting from a misdiagnosis or
mistake in testing. Cruelly enough, I wish I had not anticipated all that Cassandra-like views.
I often helplessly recognized how much the reality challenges the research. Other colleagues
who spent their academic careers on researching health, diseases, and human rights admitted,
too, that it felt odd to actually live through the global pandemic. Especially, when one looks
for answers on important constitutional questions about effective human rights protection in face
of a pandemic disaster, including the protection of social, economic, and cultural rights.

It is a truism, but extreme experiences always challenge our ability to give definite, clear-cut
answers and offer ready-made solutions—which is what policymakers long for. The pandemic
challenges our epistemic limits but prompts both a cognitive potential and imperative for further
inquiries. Thinking critically and contesting given, prevailing solutions—even if the overwhelm-
ing majority of public health authorities advise them—is the role of the academic scholarship, but
also of human rights advocacy and litigation. Thus, the way forward must be accompanied by an
urging need for asking unpopular questions on unresolved issues. There will be more of these
questions concerning public health interventions in the years to come, the existing questions and
the new ones.

To give some simple examples: To what end are the precautionary governmental strategies
against coronavirus still justified in mid-2021? What is the established and transdisciplinary sci-
entific evidence relied on to explain the strict necessity condition of measures? And when there is
no evidence, how was the uncertainty dealt with, including through parliamentary control? How
can the safety, well-being, and mental health of hundreds of people, above all, the elderly, and the
youth, be included in the proportionality analysis of measures limiting human rights? Can govern-
ments mandate Covid-19 vaccination to some groups, for example, health-workers and children
with the imminent consequences for their labor rights and the right to education? Is this justified
given that in the EU those medicinal products were given conditional authorizations? There may
be different concepts on how to protect societies from health threats, but their justification based
on the human rights protection must be in the center of all policies through the essential imple-
mentation of governmental obligations of the well-known triad of respect, protect, and fulfil the
rights.

The focus of this special section highlights judicial roles because many of the pertinent ques-
tions will need to be answered by courts for decades to come. This is why the post-pandemic
future will most probably feature the centrality of courts, including both ex-ante and ex-post
assessment of the measures taken, especially, against human and constitutional rights standards. The impartial and independent judicial review where judges are empowered to thoroughly scrutinize, first, the necessity for and, second, the proportionality of rights restricting public health measures notwithstanding different judicial cultures and procedures, is key to infectious diseases control. It cannot be avoided, even though courts often struggle with the restrictive review of public health measures under the pressure of fear and the inclination of executive authorities to follow the worst-case scenarios. It may also be disputed if courts are well-placed and willing to review these measures. As Parmet puts it, "No court wants to be responsible for the next pandemic." But this is exactly why judicial control of human rights protection, including standards of judicial review, and the rule of law guarantees offered in pandemics need to be highlighted and further explored. The well-known issues simply need to receive fresh attention as there may be differing interpretations and resulting from decisions of different courts at national level, including administrative, constitutional, civil, and criminal courts, and eventually also international human rights courts. The plurality of views across and within jurisdictions can provide material for comparative learning, including on how judicial review adjudicates on uncertainty inherent in deciding on highly contested empirical and normative issues—including conflicting scientific evidence and epidemiological data which justify public health measures. Moreover, through such public health law litigation courts can decide on the scope and content of positive rights and specific remedies. Finally, in areas of uncertainty or complexity, courts have the potential to act as catalysts. As Scott and Sturm demonstrate, through the criteria applied in judgments, courts can “provide an incentive structure for participation, transparency, principled decision-making, and accountability which in turn shapes, directly and indirectly, the political and deliberative processes.”

Safeguarding these principles inherent in the rule of law along the human rights protection can eventually increase public trust toward governments and national and international public health institutions, including the WHO, which is much needed. Trust-building strategies also require inclusive debates to recognize lay public voice, along with experts and stakeholders. Specific mechanisms to ensure accountability and transparency are also needed allowing for uncertainty tolerant approaches admitting inconclusiveness of research instead of politicization of risk, communication denying uncertainty, and securitization of arguments. More open discussion about
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available ways forward should embrace the fact that there are different tools available to prevent or control disease, and there are many factors that influence which tools are chosen and effective. Especially given that large parts of the public in many states experience pandemic fatigue. People are tired of the long-lasting restrictions, anxiety and placing burdens, and the responsibility for dealing with the pandemic placed principally on individuals. Social distancing and isolation are now followed by the conditioning of many services upon vaccination, which causes societal protests. Increasingly, the public questions the Covid-19 responses and the lack of effective recognition of comprehensive and wide-ranging human rights protection.

Paradoxically, the more restrictive the policies, the more resistance they often cause instead of effectiveness and compliance. Still, the arguments for the least restrictive measures to the enjoyment of constitutional and human rights, and thus least disruptive to people’s everyday lives while mitigating the impact of a disease, are also long-known. This approach to controlling epidemics is based on building healthy, resilient populations, which depends significantly on investment in sustainable healthcare systems, addressing social determinants of health, and finally, reinforcing democratic institutions and constitutional guarantees that can earn the public’s trust. In other words, public health intervention laws are not enough to manage and respond to pandemics. We need social justice, but also humanity being able to benefit from its values.
